1. Man with the Punch Lines

Writer-actor Kader Khan was a versatile talent who influenced the narrative of Hindi cinema in the '80s and '90s (Print and Web edition)


2. People have understood the value of perfect stories: Robin Bhatt

https://www.boxofficeindia.co.in/people-have-understood-value-perfect-stories-robin-bhatt

3. Anjum Rajabali excited for second edition of Storytellers Script Contest — submissions


4. “I think we, as writers, have to acknowledge that we’re citizens first, and then writers.” ~ Anjum Rajabali

https://pandolin.com/anjum-rajabali-interview/

5. Abhijeet Deshpande reveals the inspiration behind his hit De Dhakka


6. Abhijeet Deshpande reveals the inspiration behind his hit De Dhakka

https://www.mid-day.com/articles/abhijeet-deshpande-reveals-the-inspiration-behind-his-hit-de-dhakka/20306156